
Mathematis 242 { Priniples of AnalysisDisussion 2 { The Cantor SetOtober 24-26, 2005BakgroundIn this disussion, we will study some of the surprising properties of a subset ofthe real number system alled the Cantor set. This was �rst onstruted by the samemathematiian Georg Cantor who we met earlier when we disussed the unountability ofR. The Cantor set is produed by the following proess:1) Start with the losed interval C0 = [0; 1℄.2) Disard the open \middle third" (1=3; 2=3) interval to makeC1 = [0; 1=3℄ [ [2=3; 1℄:3) Disard the open \middle third" of eah half of C1 to make to makeC2 = [0; 1=9℄ [ [2=9; 1=3℄ [ [2=3; 7=9℄ [ [8=9; 1℄:4) Disard the open \middle third" of eah of the four piees of C2 to make C3, and soon.5) Repeat this proess of removing the middle thirds to produe Cn for all n � 1.6) The Cantor set C is then C = 1\n=1Cn:Disussion QuestionsA) Show that the sum of the lengths of all of the intervals removed in the proess desribedabove is 1. (Note: there are in�nitely many of them, so this is an in�nite series!)B) Sine the whole interval [0; 1℄ has length 1, you might think that means that C = ;.But in fat that is far from true. In fat, C is still an unountably in�nite set of realnumbers. Here is one way to see this:1) We usually use base 10 expansions to represent real numbers, but any otherinteger base b > 1 would work just as well. Let's onsider base b = 3 or \ternary"expansions. The ternary expansion of a whole number like n = 24 would be foundlike this: 24 = 2 � 32 + 2 � 3 + 0 � 1. So we would say 24 = (220)3. If a number hasa frational part, then that is represented by negative powers of 3. The ternarydigits of a number x in [0; 1℄ are integers di = 0; 1, or 2 appearing in a seriesx = d13 + d232 + d333 + � � �1



Show that every suh series (that is, for every possible hoie of di 2 f0; 1; 2g,i 2 N) onverges to some real number in [0; 1℄.2) What is true about the ternary digit d1 for the numbers removed in the middlehalf of [0; 1℄? What is true about d1 for the numbers in the Cantor set C?Similarly, what is true about the ternary digit d2 for the number removed fromC1 to get C2? What is true about d2 for the numbers in C?3) Let's onsider the set of all sequenes (xn) where xn = 0 or 2 for eah n 2 N.Show that this set of sequenes is an unountable set by adapting the CantorDiagonalization proof we used to show [0; 1℄ is unountable.4) Put together parts 1,2,3 to explain why C is unountably in�nite.C) Here is another surprising property of C. We laim that every number in the losedinterval [0; 2℄ an be obtained as x + y for some x; y 2 C. (This is true even thoughC atually ontains no intervals itself!). Follow this plan:1) First show by indution that for eah n � 1, every number in [0; 2℄ an be obtainedas xn + yn for some xn; yn 2 Cn.2) The (xn) and (yn) are bounded sequenes. Dedue the desired statement byapplying Bolzano-Weierstrass (and other results we have seen, as needed!)AssignmentWriteups due Friday, Otober 28.
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